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We show that ‘‘Toeplitz like’’ operators of the form T su f=Ps(uf ), where Ps is a
weighted Bergman projection, are bounded on the Hardy spaces H p, for 1 p<
for certain ‘‘symbols’’ u defined on the unit disk. In particular, T su is bounded if u
is of the form u=h+G+ where h is a bounded harmonic function and G+ is the
Green potential of a Borel measure + satisfying the condition that (1&|z| ) d+(z) is
a Carleson measure. If u is of the form u=h+G+ where + is a positive measure
then these two conditions are also necessary that T su be bounded on H
p. We also
consider the cases 0< p<1.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Let D denote the unit disk in the complex plane and T its boundary, the
unit circle. For 0<p, H p will be the usual Hardy space of functions
holomorphic on the unit disk, i.e., a holomorphic function f belongs to H p
if its non-tangential maximal function belongs to L p(T ). If u is a bounded
function on T then the Toeplitz operator with symbol u is defined by the
formula Tu f (z)=P+uf (z) where P+ denotes the ‘‘Szego projection’’
P+ g(z)=(12?) |
T
g(’)
|d’|
1&’ z
.
It follows from the Theorem of M. Riesz that the operator Tu is bounded
on H p for 1< p<. On the other hand, it was shown in [S] that there
are bounded functions u such that Tu is not bounded on H 1 ; in fact if u
is the conjugate of an inner function I, then Tu is bounded on H 1 if and
only if I is a finite Blaschke product.
In this paper we study some operators obtained on Hardy spaces by
using the projections usually associated with the weighted Bergman spaces
L2a(dms). For s>0 let z=re
i% be a point in the unit disk and let dms be the
measure dms(z)=(s?)(1&r2)s&1 dm(z), where dm is two dimensional
Lebesgue measure. L p(dms) will denote the Lebesgue space of measurable
functions defined on the unit disk integrable with respect to dms and
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L pa(dms) will denote the Bergman space of holomorphic functions in
L p(dms). The orthogonal projection of L2(dms) to L2a(dms) is given by the
formula
Psg(z)=|
D
g(‘)
dms (‘)
(1&‘ z)s+1
.
Notice that if F is continuous on the closed disk then
lim
s  0
PsF(z)=P+F(z),
so the Szego projection P+ can be considered as the limiting case of the
projections Ps .
For a function u bounded on the unit disk, the Toeplitz operator
f  Psuf is clearly bounded on L2a(dms) and it along with the related
Hankel operators have been studied by many authors, in particular see the
survey in [R], and the references cited there. On the other hand, in [C]
it was shown that if the domain of Ps was suitably restricted then the
weighted projection Ps has range in the Hardy space H p. This fact was
used [C] to obtain some characterizations of Hardy spaces in terms of tent
spaces, but it also naturally leads to the idea of considering the operator
f  Psuf on functions f which are restricted to lie in H p.
More generally, if u is any function in L1(dms) and if f is a function in
H, the operator T su f may be defined by
T su f (z)=|
D
u(‘) f (‘)
dms
(1&‘ z)s+1
.
We can then ask the following question. Let 0< p< and s>0. For
which ‘‘symbols’’ u is the operator T su bounded on H
p, i.e., when does T su
extend to be a bounded operator on Hp?
If 1p< we are able to characterize such symbols provided they are
of the form
u=h+G+,
where h is a harmonic function, + is a non-negative Borel measure on D
and G+ is the Green potential
G+=|
D
log \} 1&‘
 z
z&‘ }+ d+(‘).
We prove the following result.
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Theorem 1. Let s>0, 1 p<, and suppose u=h+G+ is in L1(dms)
where h is harmonic and + is a non-negative measure. Then T su is a bounded
operator from H p to Hp if and only if h is a bounded harmonic function and
(1&r)+ is a Carleson measure.
It is not surprising that a bounded harmonic function or a Green poten-
tial of a ‘‘nice’’ measure determine a bounded operator, but it is not entirely
obvious either. It is well known (see [T]) that if +>0, G+ is not identically
infinity if and only if (1&r)+ is a finite measure; the condition of Theorem
1 requires more, namely that (1&r)+ be a Carleson measure. See [G] for
results about Carleson measures. We will need the fact that if & is a positive
measure on D then & is a Carleson measure if and only if
&&&2CM=sup
z # D
|
D
(1&|z| ) d&(‘)
|1&z ‘| 2
<.
In the case where 0<p<1 we have the following result.
Theorem 2. Let s>0, 0<p<1, (s+1) p&1>0, and suppose
u=h+G+ is in L1(dms) where h is harmonic and + is a non-negative
measure. If T su is a bounded operator from H
p to Hp then h is a bounded har-
monic function and (1&r)+ is a Carleson measure. Conversely, these two
conditions are sufficient that T su map H
p into its Banach envelope. Further-
more, if +=0 or if + is the sum of point masses of an uniformly separated
sequence then if h is a bounded harmonic function the symbol u=h+G+
defines a bounded operator on Hp.
See [G] for the basic results about uniformly separated sequences
(referred to there as ‘‘interpolating sequences’’.) In particular, we will refer
to the constant $ of inequality (1.4) on page 286 of [G] as the ‘‘uniform
separation constant.’’ See [KPR], chapter 3, for a description of the
Banach envelope of H p if 0<p<1.
We remark that the condition that (1&r)+ be a Carleson measure has
also arisen in connection with Green potentials in [B].
For smooth symbols u (which may be unbounded) we are able to give
some sufficient conditions that the operator T su be bounded. For z # D let
B{(z)=[‘: |‘&z|{(1&|z| )].
In the special case where {=12 we will just write B(z) for B12(z).
Theorem 3. Let s>0, (1+s) p&1>0, and 0<p<. Suppose that
u # C1(D) and satisfies the following conditions:
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(1) supz # D B(z) |u|
2 dm(1&|z| )2C
and
(2) |{u(z)| 2 (1&|z| ) dm(z) is a Carleson measure.
Then T su is a bounded operator on H
p.
In the sequel we will write
&u&2B=sup
z # D
(1&|z| )&2 |
B(z)
|u| 2 dm.
It is clear that &u&B< if u is a bounded function.
Notice that the necessary and sufficient conditions given in Theorem 1
are the same for all s>0 and 1p<. Notice also that bounded har-
monic functions determine bounded operators for certain values of p<1, in
contrast to the limiting case of the usual Toeplitz operator, i.e. the s=0
case.
Without the assumption that the symbol u is of the form h+G+ as in
Theorems 1 and 2 it seems difficult to find necessary conditions that T su be
bounded on H p. This is because T su may be bounded due to cancellation
phenomena.
Before continuing we remark that the following notational conventions
will be used throughout the paper. The symbol & f &p will stand for the Hp
norm (or pseudo-norm) of f. We will use the letter C to stand for various
positive constants which change their values from context to context while
remaining independent of the important variables. Finally, the relation
ArB
means that there are constants C1 and C2 such that
C1ABC2 A.
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 13
The proof of the sufficiency results will use the some results on mappings
between tent spaces (see [CMS]) proved in [C]. Recall that a necessary
and sufficient condition for a function f holomorphic in the disk to lie in
the Hardy space Hp is that for :>1 A: f # Lp(T ) where A: is the area
integral
(A: f (’))2=|
1 :(’)
| f $(‘)| 2 dm(‘).
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and where for ’ # T, 1:(’) is the approach region with aperture :
1:(’)=[‘: |1&‘ ’|<(:2)(1&|‘| 2)].
If a is a function defined on D we say a # T p2 if
&a& pT 2p=|T \|1:(‘) |a| 2
dm
(1&|z| )2+
p2
|d‘|<.
Equivalently then, f # H p if and only if (1&|z| ) f $ belongs to the tent space
T p2 ; see [CMS]. Since the tent spaces (and H
p) are independent of the
aperture : we will suppress the dependence of the approach region on : to
simplify notation.
We will need the following result proved in [C] in a more general form.
Theorem A. Let s>0, (1+s) p&1>0, and 0<p<. Suppose K(z, ‘)
is kernel of the form
K(z, ‘)=9 (z, ‘)
(1&|z| )(1&|‘| )s&1
(1&‘ z)s+2
,
where 9 is a C function defined on C2. Then the operator defined by
Ka(z)=|
D
a(‘) K(z, ‘) dm(‘)
maps T p2 to itself.
We start by proving the sufficiency result stated as Theorem 3. To sim-
plify the notation we will write Tu instead of T su .
Suppose that f is holomorphic on a neighborhood of the closed disk. It
is enough to establish the estimate
&Tu f&pC(&u&B+&|{u| 2 (1&r)&CM)& f &p (1)
for a constant C independent of f. It will be more convenient to work with
the operator which sends f to
|
D
u(‘) f (‘)
|‘| 2 dms
(1&‘ z)s+1
;
it is easy to see that as estimate of the form (1) for this operator in place
of Tu will imply a similar estimate for Tu .
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To get this estimate, use Stokes’ theorem to calculate that
2?i |
D
u(‘) f (‘)
|‘| 2 dms
(1&‘ z)s+1
=|
D
(uf ) ‘

‘
(1&|‘| 2)s
(1&‘ z)s+1
d‘ 7 d‘
=&|
D

‘
(u‘f )
(1&|‘| 2)s d‘ 7 d‘
(1&‘ z)s+1
,
where we have used the fact that s>0 (together with the fact that condi-
tion (2) of Theorem 3 easily implies the integrals of |u| over circles of
radius r are bounded by |ln(1&r)| 12 as r  1) to deduce that the boundary
term vanishes. It will do no harm to replace ‘f by f. Let u‘=u‘. We
must estimate the sum
|
D
u‘ f
(1&|‘| 2)s dm
(1&‘ z)s+1
+|
D
uf $
(1&|‘| 2)s dm
(1&‘ z)s+1
. (2)
Call the first integral in (2) S1(z) and the second integral S2(z). We will
show that there is a constant C such that
&S1& pC &|{u| 2 (1&r)&CM & f &p
and
&S2&pC &u&B & f &p .
It is easier to handle S2 . We show that (1&|z| ) S$2 # T p2 . Observe that
(1&|z| ) S$2(z)=C(1&|z| ) |
D
u(1&|‘| 2) ‘ f $
(1&|‘| 2)s&1 dm
(1&‘ z)s+2
.
It follows from hypothesis (1) on u that u(1&|‘| 2) ‘ f $ belongs to the
tent space T p2 . This is obvious if u is a bounded function, but all that is
really needed is the fact that if : is sufficiently close to 1 and g is a positive
subharmonic function then there is an aperture :$>: independent of ‘ # T
such that
|
1: (‘)
g(z)|u(z)| 2
dm(z)
(1&|z| )2
C &u&2B |
1:$ (‘)
g(z)
dm(z)
(1&|z| )2
,
where C is independent of ‘. To see this, use the fact that g is subharmonic to
obtain an upper bound on the left hand integral above by replacing g(z) by
C(1&|z| )&2 |
B {(z)
g(w) dm(w).
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If { is sufficiently small, interchanging the order of integration will give the
inequality stated above. We may now apply Theorem A to get the desired
estimate.
Theorem A can also be applied to S1 if it can be shown that
&(1&|‘| )|{u| f&T 2pC &|{u|
2 (1&r)&CM & f &p .
The following lemma gives the required result.
Lemma 1. Let 0<p< and suppose f # H p. Suppose that h>0 is a function
defined on D and that |h|2 (1&r) dm is a Carleson measure. Then (1&r) hf # T p2 .
Proof. We consider first the case where p2. We will show that
|
T \|1 (‘) | fh| 2 dm+
p2
|d‘|C & f & pp ,
where C depends only on &|h| 2 (1&r) dm&CM . Since p21 we may use
duality. Let 0g # L p( p&2)(T). Note that p( p&2) is the exponent con-
jugate to p2. Interchanging the order of integration gives that
|
T
g(‘) |
D
h2 | f | 2 /1 (‘) dm |d‘|
=|
D
| f | 2 h2(1&|z| ) _ 11&|z| |T /1 (‘)(z) g(‘)|d‘|& dm(z)
=|
D
| f (z)|2 Q( g)(z) h2(1&|z| ) dm(z),
where
Q( g)(z)=
1
1&|z| |T /1 (‘)(z) g(‘)|d‘|.
It is easy to see that Q( g)(z) is bounded by a constant times the Poisson
integral of g. Since |h| 2 (1&r) dm is a Carleson measure, Ho lder’s
inequality therefore gives that
|
T
g(‘) |
D
h2 | f | 2 /1 (‘) dm |d‘|
\|D | f | p h2(1&|z| ) dm+
2p
\|D (Q( g)) p( p&2) h2(1&|z| ) dm+
( p&2)p
C & f &2p &g& p( p&2) .
This gives the desired estimate.
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Next let 0<p<2. Let Nf denote the non-tangential maximal function of
f, i.e.,
Nf (‘)= sup
z # 1 (‘)
| f (z)|.
Estimate directly that
|
T \|1 (‘) | f | 2 h2 dm+
p2
|d‘|
|
T
(Nf )(2&p)( p2) \|1 (‘) | f | p h2 dm+
p2
|d‘|
\|T (Nf ) p |d‘|+
(2&p)2
\|T |1 (‘) | f | p h2 dm |d‘|+
p2
C & f & (2&p) p2p \|D | f | p h2(1&r) dm+
p2
C & f & pp ,
where the last inequality follows since h2(1&r) dm is a Carleson measure.
This proves the lemma and completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Notice that if h is a bounded bounded harmonic function then condi-
tions (1) and (2) of Theorem 3 are satisfied. We therefore have the follow-
ing corollary.
Corollary 2. If h is a bounded harmonic function on D then T sh is a
bounded operator on H p for 0<p< and (s+1) p&1>0.
We proceed now to the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. We consider first the
sufficiency statements. By appealing to the argument of Jones as outlined
in [G], chapter 8, section 7, (which essentially says that any Carleson
measure is a weak star limit of a convex combination of measures of the
form k (1&|zk | ) $z k where the sum is taken over a uniformly separated
sequence [zk] with separation constant bounded from below by an
absolute constant and $z is the unit mass at z) it is enough to show that
if [zk] is uniformly separated and +=k $z k then with u=G+ there is a
constant C such that
&T su &C,
where C depends only on &(1&r)+&CM .
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We will need the following lemmas. Let G(w, ‘) denote the Green’s func-
tion for D with pole at w, G(w, ‘)=log |(1&w ‘)(‘&w)|.
Lemma 3. Let z, w belong to D. Then
|
B(z)
G(w, ‘) dm(‘)r
(1&|z| )3 (1&|w| )
|1&zw | 2
.
Proof. We consider two cases. If |w&z|<(34)(1&|z| ), then it is
enough to prove that
|
B(z)
G(w, ‘) dm(‘)r(1&|z| )2.
Since 1&|(‘&w)(1&w ‘)| 2=(1&|‘| 2)(1&|w| 2)|1&w ‘| 2, it follows that
if ‘ # B(z), then G(w, ‘) is bounded from below by a constant that does not
depend on z or w. Since the area of B(z) is approximately (1&|z| )2, the
desired lower estimate follows. To get the upper estimate use the fact that
if ‘ # B(z) then
}1&w ‘‘&w }C
1&|w|
|‘&w|
and therefore
|
B(z)
G(w, ‘) dm(‘)C(1&|z| )2+|
B(z)
log((1&|w| )|‘&w| ) dm(‘). (3)
It is not hard to use polar coordinates with pole at w to see that the
integral on the right hand side of (3) is bounded from above by a constant
times
|
(12)(1&|z| )
0
log((1&|z| )t) t dt
and a change of variables yields
(14)(1&|z| )2 |
1
0
log(1t) t dt,
which gives the desired estimate in the case under consideration.
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Next, suppose |w&z|(34)(1&|z| ). Then
G(w, ‘)r
(1&|‘| )(1&|w| )
|1&w ‘| 2
,
for ‘ # # B(z). It follows that we may estimate the order of the integral by
replacing ‘ by the constant z and the desired estimate is easily obtained.
This completes the proof.
The next lemma follows from a simple calculation.
Lemma 4. Let I be the Blaschke product with zero sequence [zk]. Then
with +=k $z k ,
G+(z)=&log |I(z)|
and
2

z
G+(z)=
I$(z)
I(z)
.
We will also need the following estimate.
Lemma 5. Let L(z, ‘)=1&z ‘‘&z. Then
|
B(z)
|L(z, ‘)| dmr(1&|z| )2.
Proof. It is easy to see that
|
B(z)
|L(z, ‘)| dmr(1&|z| ) |
B(z)
|‘&z|&1 dm(‘)
r(1&|z| )2.
As a corollary we have the following related estimate which is based on
well known properties of uniformly separated sequences; see [G]. From
now on I will denote the Blaschke product with the zero sequence [zk]
which is assumed to be a uniformly separated sequence.
Corollary 6. Suppose that the uniform separation constant of [zk] is
close enough to 1 so that there is an =>0 (depending only on the separation
constant) such that the sets B(zk) are pair-wise disjoint and [z: |I(z)|=] is
contained in the union of the sets B(zk). Then
|
B(zk)
|I$(z)|
|I(z)|
dm(z)r(1&|zk | ).
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We now give the proof of the sufficiency statements in Theorems 1 and 2.
The idea will be to go through the proof of Theorem 3 with u=G+ and to
make adjustments as they prove necessary.
Following that argument outlined in the proof of Theorem 3, TG + f (z)=
S1(z)+S2(z) where S1 is the first term in the sum of (2) and S2 is the
second term. We will show that both terms are in Hp with norm bounds
independent of f.
In preparation, let = be so small that there is a {<1 such that the set
[z: |I(z)|=] is contained in the disjoint union of the sets B{(zk). (= will
depend only on the uniform separation constant of I.) No generality will be
lost if we assume that {=(12) and this will simplify the notation. (This
amounts to assuming that the separation constant is close to 1; no
generality is lost because I is a product of finitely many uniformly
separated Blaschke products with separation constants close to 1. The
number of such factors in the product depends only on the separation con-
stant. See [G], chapter VIII, Section 7.)
Let X denote the characteristic function of [z: |I(z)|=]. Notice that
|(1&X)(I$(z)|I(z)| )2 (1&|z| ) dm(z) is a Carleson measure and that
(1&X)G+ is a bounded function.
We consider first S1 . The proof of Theorem 3 shows that since (1&X )
( |I$(z)||I(z)| )2 (1&|z| ) dm(z) is a Carleson measure, if in the formula
defining S1 , u‘ is replaced by (1&X)(‘) (‘) G+(‘)=(1&X)(‘)(I$(‘)I(‘)),
then the resulting expression belongs to Hp with the desired norm bound.
The argument concerning the first term will therefore be completed if we
show that
F1(z)=|
D
X(‘)
I$(‘)
I(‘)
f (‘)
(1&|‘| 2)s dm
(1&‘ z)s+1
belongs to Hp and obtain a norm bound independent of f.
For this we first consider the case where 1<p<. For g # H1 let
Dsg(‘)=|
T
g(z)(1&z ‘)&s&1 |dz|.
We now use duality to estimate the Hp norm of F1 . If g # Hp$ where p$ is
conjugate to p we use Fubini’s theorem to calculate that
|
T
F1(z) g(z)|dz|=|
D
f (‘) X(‘) Dsg(‘)
I$(‘)
I(‘)
(1&|‘| 2)s dm(‘). (4)
For a function h defined on D we let Mk h be the supremum of |h| taken
over the ball B(zk).
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By Corollary 6 the absolute value of the right hand side of (4) is
dominated by a constant times
:
k
(Mk f )(MkDsg)(1&|zk | )s+1.
By Ho lder’s inequality, this last expression is
\: (Mk f ) p (1&|zk | )+
1p
\:k (Mk D
sg) p$ (1&|zk | )sp$+1+
1p$
C & f &p &g& p$ ,
where the last inequality depends of the fact that
|Dsg(z)|C(1&|z| )&s G(z),
where G(z) is the Poisson integral of the non-tangential maximal function
of g. (See [AC] Lemma 1.4 for a related estimate.) Duality now implies
that F1 # Hp as desired.
We next consider the case where 0<p1. We estimate directly that
|F1(z)|C :
k
(Mk f )
(1&|zk | )s+1
|1&zz k | s+1
.
It follows from Minkowski’s inequality that
|
T
|F(z)| p |dz|C :
k
(Mk f ) p (1&|zk | )C & f & p,
and this concludes the proof that S1 # Hp with the desired norm bound.
The argument that S2 # Hp is similar. Since (1&X )G+ is a bounded
function (and therefore satisfies condition (1) of Theorem 3), replacing G+
by (1&X )G+ gives an expression which belongs to Hp with norm bound
independent of f. To complete the proof we need only show that
F2(z)=|
D
X(‘) log |I(‘)| f $(‘)
(1&|‘| 2)s dm
(1&z‘ )s+1
belongs to Hp and obtain a norm bound independent of f. Lemma 3 and
the fact that on B(zk) the estimate &log |I(z)|rG(zk , z) holds give the
estimate
&|
B(z k)
log |I(z)| dm(z)r(1&|zk | )2.
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The argument handling F1 given above can now be applied to F2 using the
additional fact that
:
k
Mk((1&|z| ) f $(z)) p (1&|zk | )C & f & pp .
This completes the proof of sufficiency in Theorems 1 and 2.
We proceed now to the proof of the necessity statements in Theorems 1
and 2. We will need two more lemmas.
Lemma 7. Let s>0 and suppose that h is harmonic on D and that
h # L1(dms). Then
?h(z)=s |
D
h(‘) K(‘, z) dm(‘),
where K(‘, z) is the kernel
K(‘, z)=
(1&|‘| 2)s&1 (1&|z| 2)s+1
|1&z ‘| 2s+2
.
Proof. Let h be continuous on the closed disk and be the real part of
the holomorphic function f. If F(‘)=f (‘)(1&‘z )s+1 then PsF(z)=F(z). If
we take the real part of both sides of this equation we get the desired result.
The general case is proved by applying the result to hr(z)=h(rz) and
letting r tend to 1.
Lemma 8. Let s>0 and let K be the kernel of Lemma 7.
Then
|
D
G(z, ‘) K(‘, w) dm(‘)CG(z, w).
Proof. We estimate first that
|
B(z)
G(z, ‘) K(‘, w) dm(‘)CK(z, w) |
B(z)
G(z, ‘) dm(‘)
C(1&|z| )2 K(z, w)
C
(1&|z| )(1&|w| )
|1&w z| 2
CG(z, w),
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where we have used Lemma 3. Next estimate that
|
B(w)
G(z, ‘) K(‘, w) dm(‘)CK(w, w) |
B(w)
G(z, ‘) dm(‘)
C(1&|w| )&2 |
B(w)
G(z, ‘) dm(‘)
C
(1&|z| )(1&|w| )
|1&w z| 2
CG(z, w),
where we have again used Lemma 3.
Now let 0=D&(B(z) _ B(w)). Notice that if ‘ # 0 then
C (1&|‘| )|1&z ‘|r |‘&z|
and
C(1&|‘| )|1&w ‘|r |‘&w|.
We will use the estimate
G(z, ‘)r
(1&|z| )(1&|‘| )
|1&z ‘| 2
which is valid on 0. We claim that
|
0
(1&|‘| )s dm(‘)
|1&z ‘| 2 |1&w ‘| 2s+2
C( |1&w z|&s&2+(1&|w| )&s |1&w z|&2); (5)
this will suffice to complete the proof of the lemma.
Let \=sup[ |z&w|, 1&|z|, 1&|w|]. Then \r |1&w z|. Suppose
\=|z&w|. In this case we may write 0 as the union of two regions,
0=01 _ 02 where ‘ # 01 implies
|1&z ‘|C |1&w ‘| and \C |1&w ‘| (6)
and the inequality obtained by switching the roles of w and z is valid for
‘ # 02 .
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Write
|
01
=|
01 & [ |‘&z|(12)\]
+|
01 & [ |‘&z|(12)\]
.
Use (6) to estimate that
|
0 1 & [ |‘&z| (12)\]
(1&|‘| )s dm(‘)
|1&z ‘| 2 | |1&w ‘| 2s+2
C\&2s&2 |
0 1 & [ |‘&z|(12)\]
(1&|‘| )s
|1&z ‘| 2
dm(‘)
which is bounded by a constant times \&s&2, as desired. Again using (6)
estimate that
|
0 1 & [ |‘&z|(12)\]
(1&|‘| )s dm(‘)
|1&z ‘| 2 | |1&w ‘| 2s+2
C |
01 & [ |‘&z|(12)\]
(1&|‘| )s
|1&z ‘| 2s+4
dm(‘)
which is also bounded by C\&s&2 as needed.
The integral over 02 may be handled in a similar fashion to get the
desired estimate.
Suppose next that \=1&|z|. The integral over the portion of 0 where
|‘&z|(12)\ may be handled as in the case considered above. We divide
the remaining integration into two pieces, the first over the portion of
0 & [ |‘&z|(12)\] where 1&|‘|(12)\ and the second over the
region remaining. Since |1&w z|r1&|z| we may replace the variable of
integration ‘ in the first integral by the constant z; this gives the desired
estimate. The second integral is easily seen to be dominated by a constant
times
\&2 |
0 & [ |‘&z|(12)\]
(1&|‘| )s dm(‘)
|1&w ‘| 2s+2
C\&2(1&|w| )&s,
which is what is needed.
Suppose finally that \=1&|w|. The integral over the portion of 0
where |‘&w|>(12)\ may be again handled as in the first case considered
above. We divide the remaining integration into two pieces, the first over
the portion of 0 & [ |‘&w|(12)\] where 1&|‘|(12)\ and the
second over the region remaining. Since |1&w z|r1&|w| we may replace
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the variable of integration ‘ in the first integral by the constant w; this
gives the desired estimate. The second integral is easily seen to be dominated
by a constant times
\&2s+2 |
0 & [ |‘&w|(12)\]
(1&|‘| )s dm(‘)
|1&z ‘| 2
C\&2s&2\s,
which is what is needed. This completes the proof.
With Lemmas 7 and 8 in hand we are ready to prove the necessity
statements in Theorems 1 and 2. Suppose then that u=h+G+ where h is
harmonic and + is a non-negative real measure on D. Assume that
u # L1(dms) and that the inequality
&T su f&pC & f &p
is verified for all functions f # H p. Apply this to the particular function
f (‘)=(1&z ‘)&s&1 to obtain the inequality
} |D u(‘) K(‘, z) dm(‘) }C, (7)
where K(‘, z) is the kernel
K(‘, z)=
(1&|‘| 2)s&1 (1&|z| 2)s+1
|1&z ‘| 2s+2
.
Since G+ is not identically + it follows from Littlewood’s theorem,
[T] Theorem IV.33, that G+ # L1(dm) and therefore h # L1(dms). From this
it follows from Lemma 7 and (7) that
|h(z)+JG+(z)|C, (8)
where
JG+(z)=|
D
G+(‘) K(‘, z) dm(‘).
It follows from (8) that the complex part of h is a bounded harmonic
function. By Corollary 2, the proof will be complete if we establish
necessity in Theorems 1 and 2 for the case where h is real valued. We may
therefore assume (8) above holds and that h is a real valued harmonic
function.
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Apply Lemma 8 to deduce that JG+(z)CG+(z) and deduce from
Littlewood’s theorem that
lim
r  1&
JG+(reit)=0
for all real t except for a set of Lebesgue measure 0. Littlewood’s theorem
also implies that
lim
r  1& |T JG+(r’)|d’|=0.
Putting these two facts together with (8) it follows that
lim sup
r  1&
|
T
|h(r’)| |d’|C,
and
h=P[ dt]+P[&1]&P[&2],
where P[&] denotes the Poisson integral of a measure &,  is bounded
function and &1 and &2 are non-negative measures which live on disjoint
sets and which are both singular with respect to Lebesgue measure on T.
We claim that both &1 and &2 are zero measures. First note that since
JG+0 it follows from (8) that P[&1]&P[&2] is bounded from above on
D. It follows that there is a positive measure &3 and a constant C such that
P[&1]&P[&2]=P[C dt&&3]
and it is easy to use that facts that &1 and &2 are mutually singular as well
as singular with respect to dt to conclude that &1=0. Using (8) again we
see next that
&C&P[&2]+JG+&P[&2]+CG+. (9)
It follows from (9) that &C+P[&2] is a harmonic minorant of the Green
potential GC+. Since the greatest harmonic minorant of a green potential
is 0, ([H], Theorem 5.23), we conclude that P[&2]C. Since &2 is singular
this is impossible unless &2 is zero. This proves the claim.
It follows from the claim that u=h+G+ where h is a bounded harmonic
function. Corollary 2 shows then that the operator T sG+ must be bounded
on Hp. We will done if we show that this implies that (1&r)+ is a Carleson
measure.
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Since T sG+ is bounded on H
p we may use (8) to get the inequality
} |B(z) G+(‘) K(‘, z) dm(‘) }C. (10)
Note that K(‘, z)r(1&|z| )&2 for ‘ # B(z). Interchanging the order of
integration in (10) and using Lemma (3) therefore gives
|
D
(1&|z| )(1&|w| )
|1&zw | 2
d+(w)C,
for all z # D. It follows that (1&|w| ) d+(w) is a Carleson measure and the
proof is complete.
One of the arguments given in the last proof shows that we have the
following corollary.
Corollary 9. Suppose 1p<. Let u be a positive subharmonic
function. Then T su is bounded on H
p if and only if u=h&G+ where h is a
bounded harmonic function and + is a non-negative measure such that
(1&r)+ is a Carleson measure. In this case, u is bounded.
Proof. We need only establish the necessity. If T su is bounded on H
p
then in (10) above we may replace G+ with u and use subharmonicity to
deduce that u is bounded on D. Therefore C&u is a positive superhar-
monic function for some constant C and it follows that C&u is of the
form h+G+ where h is harmonic and + is a positive measure; see [H],
Theorem 6.18. Since T sC&+ is bounded on H
p the result follows easily from
Theorem 1.
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